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Who are we? BRIDES! What do we want? 

Stunning Outfits! Why do we want it? 

Because We’re Getting MARRIED!!

Getting Hitched in Style is a   memorable 

journey filled with lots and lots of   love, 

warmth,  endearment,  compassion,  and 

tenderness for every couple. Love stories 

can be different for every couple   out 

there,    but    emotions    are    quite 

similar    and     based    on    those 

emotional    attachments,    outfits   

are    designed   to   embrace  the 

beauty,       magnificence,    and 

grace of the Bride and Groom.

Today,   we   are  all  set  to 

discuss a few  eye-catchy 

and   adorable    bridal 

wear attires for this 

season!
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We pick colors that appeal to
us, so, does Rose appeal to
you? If yes, then why not
consider wearing a royal rosy
outfit embroidered with silver
works on your special day?

Stepping up with the bridal wear!
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Wanna create a new
trend? If so, then why not
try Fusions! Here, look at
the mesmerizing pinkish-red
Kashmiri outfit fused with
the mystic, royal, and
magnificent Rajasthani-
designed Bridal wear!

Stepping up with the bridal wear!
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It’s okay if Pink, Red,
and Orange are not your
color. It’s your big day!
How about carrying a
gorgeous Light Purple
Lehenga embroidered
beautifully with shiny pearls
and glamming beadworks!

Stepping up with the bridal wear!
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It is often said, Simplicity
is the ultimate
Sophistication and Beauty!
So, we present a beautiful
piece of work that is simple,
comfortable yet elegant and
modish and can be paired
with silver jewelry to attain
an amazing and alluring
bridal look.

Stepping up with the bridal wear!
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Season and Trends
will come and Go but memories
of this day will never fade away.
To make this day special, how
about bringing back the
matching-matching trend
followed by couples to display
their love and affection in the
past? Here, we present a couple
of slaying in a Mehendi-
Mustard-colored outfit as an
idea for your Big Day!

Stepping up with the bridal wear!
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A wedding is an auspicious ceremony where two people
commit to being together forever. For your special day
feel free to try out new attires and styles cause getting
hitched up for life isn’t easy girls!
Happy Wedding!

Stepping up with the bridal wear!
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Why Combat Boots are 

a Must Have for Every 

Girl’s Fall and Winter 

Wardrobe!
By : Apurva Dhadwal
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Autumn and winter bring

along the cold winds from the

Caspian Sea which not only

causes a shift in the outfits we

wear but also in our wardrobe

too! While we update our

clothes, we often miss out on

the trendiest shoes and boots

that would not bite our feet

and be warm, comfortable,

and stylish, obviously!

Why Combat Boots are a Must Have for Every Girl’s Fall and Winter Wardrobe!
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If you are on a budget and want to

invest in a versatile, comfortable

and a value for money item, combat

boots are what you should go for!

They come in different colors and

styles, but most people opt for black

because black works with

everything, right?

Apart from black you can

choose from colors like

tan brown, tan orange and

even white. Combat

boots are also heeled,

which is perfect as they

can be rocked by girls of

all heights!

Why Combat Boots are a Must Have for Every Girl’s Fall and Winter Wardrobe!
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Boots in general are a must-have piece of

footwear. If you got to choose one, you

can go for a good quality pair of combat

shoes, since these will keep your feet

covered and make you look edgy. They

add an extra factor to your personality

and can be styled with jeans, trousers,

dresses, skirts etc. The variety of color

options they come in, will help you in

picking a color that would suit best for

your wardrobe. And as we know,

investing in basics is always a fruitful

purchase.

They can be worn with denim jeans, denim

shorts, woolen coats, trousers, and even

skirts. These are few outfit inspirations –

Why Combat Boots are a Must Have for Every Girl’s Fall and Winter Wardrobe!
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The variety of

color options

they come in,

will help you in

choosing a color

that would suit

best for your

wardrobe. And as

we know,

investing in

basics is always a

fruitful purchase.

Why Combat Boots are a Must Have for Every Girl’s Fall and Winter Wardrobe!
26
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Jyotsana Tripathi wins the title 

of Glam Festive Look !
Glamdia hosted an Instagram online reel contest where more than 70 fashion 

enthusiasts participated

Glamdia magazine ran a contest on Instagram titled “Glam Festive Look”

which mainly featured Glamorous Festival Look of the season. The

contest brought forward many creative looks and ideas. The focus of the

event was to portray a well presented glamorous look along with the

festive vibes. The ‘Glam Festive Look’ was to be showcased through the

Instagram reel where the participants chose the perfect outfit and the

perfect pose which have all the elements of glamour and festivity. It was

an online reel contest where winners are gifted the amazon vouchers.

A Glamorous Festive Outfit

Jyotsana wore an indo-western outfit

which consisted of a black palazzo with

white animal motif prints and a black

ruched sleeveless crop top. The crop top

had a unique shape and style which was

glamorous and trendy. The interesting

choice of the palazzo upgraded the

complete outfit. The palazzo was mainly

black and white with a pop of festive

colours at the waist of the palazzo. The

black was the base of the palazzo to

compliment the crop top and the white

motifs of elephants at the base of the

palazzo depicted the festive mood.

By : Glamdia Team 
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Balanced choice of Jewellery

The festive glam queen chose the perfect

set of jewelries to amplify her look. She

combined two types of jewellery where

one had all the festive feels whereas the

other jewellery added the glam look to it.

The small gold maang tika, dainty silver

arm bangle and the gold and colourful

paranda braid which matched the maang

tika and the colours of palazzo. The

chunky blue thumb ring and hoop

earrings brought a new twist to the look.

The combination of both the types of

jewellery stood out in the black thread

necklace which had charming pendants.

The necklace was styled in a beautiful

way which complimented the the crop

top. The black thread and silver pendants

had the indigenous feel to it whereas the

manner in which it was styled made it

look more chic.

Jyotsana also chose the perfect pair of

jutis which matched the hair accessory

and the colourful pattern of the palazzo.

The choice of jewellery threw balanced

colour and glam to the mainly

monochrome outfit.

The Subtle Art of Makeup & Hair

The fashion enthusiast chose a perfect

nude make up look which focused on

enhancing her natural pretty features.

The make up had a light base with a

subtle blush and a brown nude lipstick.

For eyes, she shaped her eyebrows with

a small arch and wore a winged

eyeliner. To complete her makeup look

she used the mandatory festive kajal.

Steering away from the minimal look,

the glam stepped in the form of a bright

red nail paint which again balanced her

makeup with the outfit. For hair, she

styled a high braided ponytail. The high

ponytail looked glamorous and the braid

with colourful paranda brought all the

festively vibes. The lose hair strands

were left to give a slight untamed look

which matched the messy braid. The

glam look in hairstyle was given by the

front hair puff which was accompanied

with a small maang tika.

Final Presentation

The final presentation of the look was

beautifully executed through the

Instagram reel with a sensational music

from the movie, Fashion. Jyotsana

looked fascinating and confident in her

outfit. 29
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Coffee is a drink that is made from

roasted coffee beans, which are

the seeds of berries of Coffea

species. Coffee is consumed by

almost 80 percent of the world.

Coffee has a bitter taste and has a

stimulating effect on the central

nervous system.

Does           

Promote Good Health? 

Pros and Cons!!
By : Jessica Joy 
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PROS:

It helps to stimulate your mind.

Coffee contains a chemical

substance known as caffeine,

which has a stimulating power

and helps you to focus and

improve mental alertness.

It works as an antidiabetic.

The more you consume coffee,

the lower is the risk of developing

Type-II diabetes. Consuming 4-5

cups of coffee a day may reduce

30-35 percent chances of diabetes.

It helps in reducing the risk of

Parkinson’s disease.

Consuming coffee regularly can

decrease the risk of Parkinson’s

disease by 25 percent.

It helps you to burn fat.

Caffeine breaks down the body fat 

ad uses it as a fuel for training.

HERE 

Does Coffee Promote Good Health? Pros & cons ! 32



CONS:

It can cause Insomnia.

Caffeine, which stimulates the

central nervous system. It acts

as an adenosine receptor

antagonist. Adenosine is the

substance in the body that

promotes sleep. An increase in

the level of caffeine may lead to

Insomnia.

It can cause addiction.

Caffeine is addictive. And

drinking a large amount of coffee

per day may cause dependence on

it.

It can cause hallucinations and

headaches.

If caffeine is continuously present

in your body, it can increase your

heart rate and stimulate your

central nervous system. Due to

dehydration, headache may occur

and an overdose of caffeine may

lead to hallucinations.

Does Coffee Promote Good Health? Pros & cons ! 33



Now knowing all the

pros and cons of

coffee, you can

yourself decide. Is

coffee good or bad for

your body?

Does Coffee Promote Good Health? Pros & cons ! 34



Exercising Using 

Household 

Objects? Let’s 

Find How True 

Is That!

By : Jessica Joy
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Workouts do not require 

fancy and expensive 

equipment. In the end, 

what matters is working 

out and losing extra 

calories. You should have 

the will and determination 

to work out. So, steal 

some time from your busy 

life and workout with 

these household objects.

Exercising Using Household Objects? Let’s Find How True Is That! 42
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Say Goodbye 
To Wrinkles 
With These 
Under Eye 
Creams!

By Neeru Dangwal
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Women never tend to reveal their age.

Nobody wishes to look older, everyone

wants to look younger. Fine lines and

wrinkles are a sign of aging and appear as

you enter your 30s. Other factors also

contribute to this problem like work

stress, food, and nutrition.

So, what are some effective ways to

overcome this? Involving an eye cream

into your skincare is the way out. These

are some eye creams you should adapt to

wish goodbye to those premature aging

wrinkles.
Say Goodbye To Wrinkles With These Under Eye Creams!
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St.Botanica Pure Radiance 

Under Eye Cream

With the goodness of potato

starch, papaya extracts, and

essential vitamins, this eye cream

treats problems like eye bags, dark

circles, puffiness. It locks

moisture into the skin and keeps it

hydrated. Apply this under your

eyes before going to bed and see

the difference.

Say Goodbye To Wrinkles With These Under Eye Creams!
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Forest Essentials Intensive Eye

Cream

Loaded with the goodness of

vitamin A & C, and papaya

extracts, this eye cream is effective

for dry and dehydrated skin. It

provides instant moisture and

makes your under eyes look

flawless.

Say Goodbye To Wrinkles With These Under Eye Creams!
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Mamaearth Natural Under Eye 

Cream

If you have always been a fan of

organic products, this eye cream

from Mamaearth is 100%

organic. It provides elasticity to

your skin and puffiness is reduced

due to caffeine, which is one of the

crucial ingredients present in this

eye cream. This cream is light-

weight, contains antioxidants, and

is effective against premature

aging.

Say Goodbye To Wrinkles With These Under Eye Creams!
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Himalaya Herbals Under Eye 

Cream 

Himalaya Herbals Under Eye

Cream is another organic option.

It effectively removes dark circles

after few weeks of application. It

provides protection from sun rays

and provides hydration to the

under-eye area and hence

increasing brightness and reducing

dark circles.

Say Goodbye To Wrinkles With These Under Eye Creams!
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Pond’s Age Miracle Eye Cream

Ponds has always been a brand

infamous for collaboration with new

technology in cosmetics and

bringing out products effective for

problems we face in day-to-day

life. With niacinamide and

hydrolyzed collagen, this cream

increases collagen turnover rate

and niacinamide brightens the

under eyes and reduces dark

circles.

55
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Applying eye cream in the morning and

night before will show effective effects,

provided you don't skip and follow the

routine every day. While nothing can

prevent the appearance of wrinkles and

signs of aging because, sooner or later,

they will appear as it is a natural process,

these creams will definitely delay the

appearance of them and will prevent

premature aging.

Say Goodbye To Wrinkles With These Under Eye Creams!
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Groom Your Brows With 
These Eyebrow Products

By : Neeru Dangwal  
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In the past 20 years, how women have been doing

their eyebrows have greatly changed with tools

that were used back then but are not used now.

We should always be updated with the new trends

around the globe, cause why should we still be

stuck in the past and follow trends which don’t

exist anymore? Here are some eyebrow products

which will help you groom your eyebrows to get a

modern look!

Groom Your Brows With These Eyebrow Products
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1. Eyebrow wax
If you have eyebrow hair growing in all

directions, eyebrow wax is a great product for

you. It helps in keeping your eyebrows in shape

and all you have to do is simply fill in using an

eyebrow pencil to complete the edgy look.

2. Eyebrow Gel
Experts advise using brow gels the most because

it fills in less dense eyebrows, quickly adds color,

and gives the eyebrow a fuller look.

3. Eyebrow Marker
Eyebrow markers are the best option for covering sparse spots or

scars which might have occurred due to any injury. All you got to

do is draw an outline using the eyebrow marker and fill it right in.

That’s it! There you go!

4. Eyebrow pencil
Eyebrow pencils are the most popular among women. If you wish

to give your eyebrows a natural look, eyebrow pencil is the best

option you could go for. It gives your eyebrow symmetry it needs

and covers the sparse areas as well.

5. Eyebrow pomade
For a bold and dramatic look when going out for a party,

pomade can complete your eyebrow look. It is available in

various shades from which you can choose accordingly, and

can be used for both thicker and sparse hair.

Groom Your Brows With These Eyebrow Products
61



Eyebrows can change your whole look, so it’s very

important to pay attention to them. They express a

lot, be it a bold or subtle feminine look. Depending

upon the occasion, you can groom them using these

eyebrow products.

Groom Your Brows With These Eyebrow Products
62
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These 5 
Women 
Dared to 

Break their 
Comfort 

Zone
Careers have no genders! They do not create a bias between the person

applying for it is a male or female. Yet, the decision-makers about the

specific job done! Even in the 21st Century, women are fighting for equal

rights, justice, and some mere basic needs. How often has somebody

noticed that the plumber who came to your house was a female employee?

Moreover, how often have you noticed that the Uber was run by a female

driver?

We are sick of society believing that a few job-related roles and duties

could be an area where males would shine and for women, it’s either

kitchen or taking care of children.

Busting these myths and social norms, here are a few examples of women

who managed their careers and took care of their family, and proved to be

perfect homemakers!

By : Shambhavi Chaturvedi 

These 5 Women Dared to Break their Comfort Zone
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Mayanti Langer

We are familiar with women being a part of

journalism. We all have noticed Sucharita

Ghosh in Republic Bharat and Anjana Om

Kashyap in Aaj Tak! But what about sports

media? So, women journalists have a place

there? Have we ever seen women

journalists taking interviews of famous

cricketers and asked them sporty questions?

Mayanti Langer dared to break this myth

and did a fabulous job in the sports media

industry.

Mary Kom

One of the beautiful films of Bollywood

displayed the passion and zest of Mary Kom

to become one of the most challenging

boxers of all time. She hails from northeast

India and despite various struggles and

difficulties faced by her, she became the

face of India and lifted the goals of the

boxing championship! Not only is she a

proud mother and a homemaker, but she

also did justice to her dreams and career.

Ishita Malviya

Surfing has mostly been considered a male-

dominated type of job and even a passion

which could be pursued by males. But here

comes Ishita Malviya breaking this

stereotype and creating a beautiful spot for

herself as a proud surfer. She is from

Mumbai, and now she is widely known as

the surfer girl for choosing an

unconventional field of interest and job as a

living.

These 5 Women Dared to Break their Comfort Zone
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Shatbhi Basu

Ever gone to a bar? Looked at the bartender

for a moment? What if you find that there’s

a girl who is carrying out today’s

bartending? Just like the fields of

electrician and plumber, bartending is also

one of the prominent fields where we

expect to see a male guy. Instead of having

gender equality, we tend to assume who

would be perfect for which job. Don’t we?

So, here’s Shatbhi Basu, a professional

head of STIR, the bartending Institute. It

took the lady 3 decades to establish herself

as a professional bartender without getting

looks or raising eyebrows! Now, the woman

lasted a long-term impact on the

professional!

Chhaya Sharma

Let us all take a minute to appreciate the

work done by one of the top police

professionals who handled many dangerous

and complicated cases and helped the

victims to get justice! The popular cases

handled by her include the Falak case, the

unfortunate Delhi gang-rape case. She has

done all her tasks with utmost sincerity and

dedication.

Let’s cheer them up so that we can create 

paths and inspire other struggling women!

These 5 Women Dared to Break their Comfort Zone
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5 Bollywood Movies on 

Friendship to Watch with 

Your Gang on the Next 

Sleepover!

Asking for permission for a sleepover with

your friends from parents is such a tedious

task! But guess what’s even more difficult? It

is deciding what to watch! A good sleepover

party is a lifetime memory and hence to make

it even better, we have these movies you can

watch with your friends and bond even more.
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Dil Chahta Hai
This legendary film, starring Aamir Khan, Akshaye Khanna, and Saif Ali

Khan describes the journey of three friends when they finish college and

love takes them in different directions. Just like every person is one of a

kind in each friend’s group, Akash, Sid and Sameer are very different.

The movie is relatable in so many aspects, and the bond of friendship is

described beautifully.

Zindagi Na Milegi Dobara
ZNMD is one of the best movies in Bollywood. Kabir(Abhay Deol),

Imran(Farhan Akhtar), and Arjun(Hritik Roshan) are three friends who

decide to go on a vacation to Spain before Kabir’s marriage.

The trip turns into a journey of self-discovery, finding love, mending old

problems, and facing their fears.

Kai Po Che
Ishaan (Sushant Singh Rajput), Omi (Amit Sadh), and Govind (Rajkummar

Rao) decide to start their cricket academy. But a fall of political events, an

earthquake, and riots take a toll on their lives and before they know it,

things are changed. This beautiful heart-melting story tells us that

friendship is beyond everything.

3 Idiots
If you haven’t watched this movie at least 50 times and this still doesn’t

inspire you, are you even watching it right? 3 idiots as we all know is a

very famous movie starring Amir Khan (Rancho), R.Madhavan (Farhan),

and Sharman Joshi (Raju). The movie goes back and forth in time and tells

us the most memorable incidents in the college lives of Rancho, Farhan,

and Raju.

The great bond between them, their love for each other, and the

understanding between them fall true for the quote “Family Over Friends

because Real friends are Family.”

Rock On
A music band of four friends is broken because of

misunderstanding. Some years later, they decide to get back at the

band and fulfill their dreams that they had left behind.

Hope you enjoyed these movie suggestions and bonded well with

your friends!

5 Bollywood Movies on Friendship to Watch with Your Gang on the Next Sleepover! 69
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Destinations for the first 
time backpacker's

By : Neeru Dangwal 
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These countries will offer you everything what wanderer in you 
is craving for! So hurry up and start your journey now!

Destinations for the first time backpacker’s
76



Indonesia has this amazing island which we

know as Bali known for its beaches, while Bali

could be a dream destination for everyone

looking for beautiful reefs, green areas but has

a limited budget!

Don’t worry folks, we will surely help you to

spend your vacations in Bali and that too with a

budget, so here are a few tips that will help you

out for sure.

Visiting Bali 

on a budget
By : Neeru Dangwal 
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Be a local

Pretend you are a local in Bali and just be

cool, don’t head out to a fancy restaurant

and gobble the street food which is in

variety on Bali streets, traditional

Indonesian food is delicious and you won’t

regret it.

Don’t rush to luxurious hotels

One tip is to find a budget hotel can be very hectic if

you reach Bali once, so we advise you to book a hotel in

advance before reaching Bali, prices can be sky-high,

and just hunt down a place where you can sleep

comfortably or take a bath and look for hygiene, there

is no need for television, fridge, or jacuzzi because

you’ll be traveling or exploring all day.

Use a scooter as a ride

Be a driver of your own in Bali because Bali won’t really

provide you with good transport, and you’ll be dependent

on the driver to pick and drop you at the places, so rent a

scooter and explore on your own and go wherever you want

to go and make sure not to rent a scooter without a helmet.

Bluebird taxis

Look out for bluebird taxis when you are at the airport

because taxis at the airport range from high to low prices

and the irony is that the service and facilities are all the

same independent of the prices, bluebird taxis are metered

taxis which charge you depending on the miles you’re

traveled and will surely help you to save a little.

Keep cash

Shops and other places in Bali really don’t accept cards so

if you wanna shop all over, please keep cash with you as it

can be helpful at times when you want to buy a thing you

really like and if the sad part turns out to be they don’t

accept cards, there are ATMs at the airport so the first

thing to do is to take cash.

Visiting Bali on a budget
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Bonus

Don’t visit famous and crowded places

Everyone will be visiting some A-listed

places in Bali and does make the place

expensive and crowded and the sad part

even after spending so much money won’t

be able to enjoy it, so go to some less

discovered places because Bali is

beautiful everywhere.

There were so many helpful tips to visit

Bali on a budget, and the plus point is you

won’t be able to miss the beauty of Bali

even after cutting out your expenses.

So go and plan your Bali trip, now we

have helped you out so much, thanks to us

later, and enjoy your trip to Bali and that

too with a budget.

Visiting Bali on a budget
80




